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Abstract: The International Congress on Health Sciences and Medical Technologies is a periodical congress. It held three times regrouping several researchers and organization active in technology and medical research. With the contribution of universities, research centers, companies and publishers, the congress was established at Algerian cities (Tlemcen, Algiers). This report describes the congress achievement through these three past years and announces its' new edition.
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1. Introduction

The International Congress on Health Sciences and Medical Technologies ICHSMT was started in 2016. By the efforts of researchers from several nations and specialties, the congress aims to ensure an efficient platform to innovation and scientific progress. The congress motto was “LEVERAGING/SYNERGIZING ON THE STRENGTH OF TECHNOLOGY.”

Regrouping contributors from deferent disciplines focusing on Medical technologies and health science from more than fifteen countries, every year the congress establish an interdisciplinary program aiming to contribute the scientific progress on health sciences and medical technologies.

International Congress on Health Sciences and Medical Technologies 2019 ICHSMT’19 will be held at Tlemcen, Algeria between 5 and 7 December 2019. It is a synergetic event attracting researchers from several nations and domains focusing on the strength of Health Sciences and Medical Technologies. It is the 4th edition following the success of three other editions held at Tlemcen, Algeria (2016 and 2017) and Algiers Algeria (2018).

The congress is a platform of several keynotes, workshops and conferences. It fostered collaborations in several publications of books, articles and conference abstracts at reputed journals.

2. Achievements

Through these three past years, the congress received a remarkable scientific evolution from ten sessions in 2016 to four workshops and four sections in ICHSMT’17 and two conferences and two workshops at ICHSMT’18. Table 1 resumes the number of accepted contributions, rate of acceptance, the number of authors, and the nations of contributors (1-5).
Table 1: statistics of ICHSMT contributors

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Accepted Contributions</th>
<th>Rate of acceptance</th>
<th>Authors number</th>
<th>Nation of contributors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ICHSMT'16</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>80.8%</td>
<td>381</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICHSMT'17</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>66.66%</td>
<td>270</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICHSMT'18</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>91.48%</td>
<td>108</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The author’s affiliations were from several departments such as medicine, biology, physics, chemical sciences, computer science, mathematics, environment, pharmacy, electrical and electronic engineering, and mechanical engineering.

3. ICHSMT’19

The fourth edition of the congress will be held at Tlemcen, Algeria, between 5th and 7th December 2019. Springer will publish selected articles in a separated book. All accepted abstracts will be published in an abstract’s book, and some of them could be published in journals issues. Best articles will be selected for publication in reputed journals. Researchers in far distance countries or difficult travelling to the conference could use teleconferencing software for online presentation.
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